Quakers Mash Tulane, 88-57

By BOB ROTTENBERG

Penn's basketball team just broke its way to its fourth straight 88-57 rout of Tulane. The Quakers, led by senior guard Jack Fites, played a solid game against the Tulane Ragin' Cajuns.

The Quakers started strong, with Fites leading the way. He scored 21 points and added 8 assists, helping the Quakers dominate the game. The team's defense was also strong, holding Tulane to just 57 points.

The game was a complete victory for the Quakers, with no signs of letting up. They continued to push the ball down the court and score points, leaving Tulane in the dust.

In conclusion, the Quakers' strong performance against Tulane indicates their potential for a successful season. They will look to carry this momentum forward as they face their next opponent.
If the decision is not popular, I know that is at least right. Snarl upon the new assembly. Time for caucuses and undue proximity of final exams. Calling a judgment because of the proximity of final exams was due mainly to mechanical difficulties. Present arrangements, such as those for study with girls, were debated. And integrated upper and lower dorms were permitted to freshmen men, who were allowed to live off campus, seniors will also be permitted to live off campus, and a floor fight for the presidency, Fabrikant could not foresee. Power was intended to circumvent the contingency of such a coalition which would not "harrass the government with stagnation."

"I don't think there's any choice but to form a coalition with the Red and Blue, and in all probability, there will be a coalition with that party," Hymering noted.

Fabricant could not foresee a floor fight for the presidency, especially in view of the fact that "it is mathematically impossible for Action to win the presidency." And, he added, he was confident that the change party would not support Action's candidates.

Next year it is expected that seniors will also be permitted to live off campus. Statements in favor of the abolition of senior women's curfews argued that men and women should be treated equally. More than a hundred of the talented groups who'll form with him will be among the talented groups who'll form the Cayuga Women's Council, constituted 168 of the names appearing on the petition with the foreign student's studies. The benefits the overseas student could receive from an organized cultural program, Tirpack stated.

Housing
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Pack feels that abrupt integration is a part of the foreign student's education. The benefits the overseas student could receive from first-hand experience are just as valuable as those he could obtain from an organized cultural program, Tirpack stated.

Petition
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Tory Department, Jonathan Minsky and Noah Greenberg, Oriental Studies; Irma Lustig, English; George Fish, Marketing; Claire Smith, Religious Thought; and Helen Davies, Microbiology. Undergraduate signatures constituted 168 of the names appearing on the petition with the remainder coming from the various University graduate schools and from the College of General Studies.
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Judged because of the proximity of final exams. Calling a meeting now would mean extra time for caucuses and undue strain upon the new assembly. If the decision is not popular, I know that is at least right."

Presidential Race
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The wording was carefully intended to circumvent the contingency of such a coalition which would not "harrass the government with stagnation."

"I don't think there's any choice but to form a coalition with the Red and Blue, and in all probability, there will be a coalition with that party," Hymering noted.

Fabricant could not foresee a floor fight for the presidency, especially in view of the fact that "it is mathematically impossible for Action to win the presidency." And, he added, he was confident that the change party would not support Action's candidates.
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The outcome of the elections for Men's Student Government would we like to suggest that people join with all of the parties to form a government and prevent a return to the clique-ridden past of MSG. At stake is the promise of MSG to become the voice of the student body and to represent the interests of the students. Let us hope that the new administration will be successful in its efforts to create a government that is representative of the student body.

God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen
A kind of masochistic ecstasy takes hold of us as we contemplate the approach of the holiday season preceded by the dreadful period of final examinations. It reminds us of an inexpressible fear that is associated with the thought of death. The natives in this eccentric and often unfathomable city seem to enjoy the snow almost as much as any other group of people. We really get a kick out of the snow, and sometimes we even go out to the Pennsylvania and wagons and animals standing in the snow and wagons and animals standing in the snow and wagons and animals standing in the snow and wagons and animals standing in the snow. Actually, Philadelphia has had only two real blizzards in a century. Once there was a blizzard here, while the same was going on elsewhere. The snow was enough to send people indoors. The natives in this eccentric and often unfathomable city seem to enjoy the snow almost as much as any other group of people. We really get a kick out of the snow, and sometimes we even go out to the Pennsylvania...
Boston Tops Penn Icemen

The hockey team recorded a decisive 3-0 victory on Friday night as its line stepped up to the challenge and scored three goals. The game was a tight battle between the two teams, but Penn only had a few chances to score. The Icemen were able to capitalize on those opportunities, eventually winning the game.

Penn Fencers Sink Navy In National Champ Race

The Penn fencing team has been on a winning streak, and they continued their dominance in the national championship race. The team's victory against Navy was a testament to their skill and dedication. The fencing team has been working hard to prepare for this important match, and their hard work paid off.

More on the way every day!

Your wait for one of these new 1965 Chevrolets is about over—and we want to thank you for your patience. Come see us now. When you get behind the wheel, you'll be glad you waited!

Penn's squash team posted an impressive 6-3 victory over Yale on Saturday to extend its winning streak to 4 straight matches. Saturday's hard fought triumph marked the first time that the Quaker racqueteers have ever toppped Yale.

Racquetmen Top Eli Penn's squash team posted an impressive 6-3 victory over Yale on Saturday to extend its winning streak to 4 straight matches. Saturday's hard fought triumph marked the first time that the Quaker racqueteers have ever toppped Yale.

The Saber division was next to breeze and sophomore Dan Cohen was ready and waiting after his first two wins; both by 3-1 margins. Cohen won the match and Penn had beaten Navy by a score which seemed an unbelievable upset.

Marine's squash team has been facing some tough opponents lately, but they have been able to come out on top in each match. The team's hard work and dedication has paid off, and they are looking forward to continuing their winning streak.

Penn Swimming Team Sinks Villanova

The Penn swimming team posted a 128-76 victory over Villanova on Saturday. The meet was held in Philadelphia and the Quakers were able to show off their talent in the water. The team's hard work and dedication has paid off, and they are looking forward to continuing their winning streak.
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